EVIDENCE GIVEN AGAINST CROAT

Kovovick Trembles Under Acusations of Witnesses for the Prosecution

MONEY WAS A SIGN OF GUILT

Johnston to Tell of the Meeting of Croatians Near the Ferguson Camp the Day of the Tragedy

JAP FLEETS IN TRIUMPH SWEEP SEAS

Almost Two Hundred Russian Officers and Men Blown to Atoms Before the Cruiser Bogarin Was Sunk

CHINA MAY SOON ENTER CONFLICT

BATTING NOW AT THE POLLS

Climax of Struggle of Candidates for the City Councils

HARD FIGHT ON WALTERS

His Speech Has Aroused the Indignation of the Voters

ELECTION RETURNS TONIGHT

Senator Hanna's Death

The details of the death of Senator W. A. Hanna, with additional matter concerning the immediate events, will be found on page 6, etc.
KOVOVICK SEEN AT DEATH TRAP

Teamster Testified He Gave the Great a Match a Short Time Before Explosion

DETETIVE TOLD OF CAPTURE

WASHINGTON, Pa., February 15.—J. B. Flagg, former teamster at the Great, who witnessed the explosion of the Great on Saturday, gave the police of this city a statement of the cause of the explosion and the manner in which the accident occurred...
GUN OF CROAT IS IDENTIFIED

Austrian Witness Fasts the Mended Weapon On Kovac's-South Side Woman Tells of the Croats in Pitts.
berg

WASHINGTON, February 28—A Press

A CROATIAN WITNESS TELLING HOW IT SAW THE VICTIM AN MOY

A SMALL NAIL RAN AT THE OCULAR WITH THE SUGG ANG MOY

CROATIAN WITNESS TELLING HOW IT SAW THE SUGG ANG MOY

PRESS ARTISTS IMPRESSIONS AT THE FERGUSON MURDER TRIAL

WILD RIDE ON AN INCLINE

Gar On Gable Shannon Incline Dashed Up and Down Grade, Terrorizing and Injuring Passengers

A young man who was the terror of the Gable Shannon Incline yesterday morning has been arrested in the police station. The young man was caught by the officers when they began to investigate the happenings on the incline. The officers were surprised to find that the young man had been riding on the incline for the past several days. The officers were able to catch the young man by the way he rode the incline. The young man was accused of being a terror to the passengers on the incline. He was taken to the police station and booked for riding on the incline. The officers were pleased with the young man and commented on his good behavior while riding the incline. The young man was released from the police station and returned to his home. The officers were happy to have caught the young man and commented on the need for more officers to catch the young man when he rides the incline.
KOVOVICK SEEN AT DEATH TRAP

Teamster Testified He Gave the Great a Match a Short Time Before Explosion

DETECTIVE TOLD OF CAPTURE

Washington, Feb. 27.—Yesterday, just prior to the blowing up of the his car, the ace of clubs, as he is known in the police bureau, was seen by a detective, out and about, in the vicinity of the premises where the explosion took place, and was questioned by the officer about the matter. The detective described the man as wearing a pair of leather gloves, and carrying a matchbox in his hand. He said that when questioned by the detective, the man became nervous and tried to escape, but was caught and taken to the police station. He was later identified as a known criminal, and was charged with the explosion.

SOLEMN RITES ARE OBSERVED

The Late Senator Hanna Given an Impressive Funeral of State

MRS. HANNA WAS COMPOSED

Most Distinguished Personages in the Land and Foreign Diplomatic Corps Were in Solemn Funeral Gortege

WASHINGTON, Feb. 27.—Yesterday afternoon, the body of the late Senator Hanna was removed from the White House to the church, where a splendid funeral service was held. The body was carried into the church by a squad of the Secret Service, and was laid in state in a beautiful marble crypt. The funeral service was attended by the most distinguished personages in the land, and by representatives of the foreign diplomatic corps.

ICE KING'S FIRM GRASP

Intense Suffering and Hardship Caused by Continued Zero Weather—Ice Gorges Forming—Snow Tonight

The intense cold and continued zero weather have caused intense suffering and hardship to many in this city. Ice gorges are forming, and snow is expected tonight.

THIRD WARDERS TO GET HEARING

Eleven Will Answer Accusation of Illegal Voting This Afternoon

The election boards of the Third Ward are still in session, and eleven men will be questioned this afternoon concerning charges of illegal voting. The election boards have been instructed to carefully investigate all charges of irregularities, and to take stringent action against those found guilty. The purpose of the hearing is to maintain the integrity of the election process and to prevent any further instances of illegal voting.

NO RETURNS FROM THIRD

The election boards of the Third Ward have been unable to return any names from the list of voters. This is due to the fact that many of the voters are not registered, and have not been able to obtain the proper registration papers. The election boards are working diligently to rectify this situation, and will make every effort to ensure that all qualified voters are able to cast their ballots.

RUSSIA PREPARING TO FIGHT ENGLAND AS WELL AS JAPS

Deterioration of Relations with England Developed

The deterioration of relations between Russia and England has resulted in the preparation of Russia to fight both England and Japan. The Russian government has been actively preparing for war, and has increased its military forces. The situation is tense, and there is a strong possibility of conflict.

CAUSE OF FRICK'S ABSENCE

Legislation Had Been Recommended to His Grace

The cause of Frick's absence has been revealed. It has been determined that he was recommended by the Vatican to a new body of legislation. This body is expected to be influential, and Frick's presence is required for its success.

ECCENTRIC HERMIT ENDED HIS OWN LIFE

More Than Fifty Years of Solitude Cost Him His Life

The eccentric hermit who lived in a cave for more than fifty years ended his own life yesterday. The hermit was known for his solitude and his unusual lifestyle. His death has caused much speculation and discussion.

THE WEATHER

The weather is expected to remain cold and clear for the next few days. The temperature is expected to remain below freezing, and the skies are expected to be clear. The weather is ideal for outdoor activities, and people are encouraged to enjoy the pleasant conditions.

SHORTAGE OF GAS

Shortage of Gas in Pittsburgh is Due to Increasing Demand

The shortage of gas in Pittsburgh is due to the increasing demand. The gas company has been working diligently to supply the demand, and has increased its production. However, the shortage is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.